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8664a service manual
Radar testing can be done by adding Option 008 pulse modulation. Pulse width and delay can be
internally adjusted between 50 ns and 999 ns, eliminating the need for an external pulse generator.
Standard FM rates of up to 2 MHz and deviations to 10 MHz are suitable for many applications such
as highspeed digital communications. This service manual is provided for information only. The 864x
and 866x products are no longer sold by Keysight. This manual contains information required to
install, operate, program and calibrate and is provided for information only. It covers serial number
prefixes 3203A. It is an excellent choice for performing outofchannel tests on highperformance
radios. The Signal Generator accurately simulates many different types of FM signals used in RF
communication systems. Also, a wide variety of unsymmetrical modulation signals, such as digital
FSK squelching sequences, and FM telemetry can be couple to the frontpanel FM connector. You
can FM the RF output over a wide bandwdth, with deviations ip to 20 MHz 10 MHz in the HP 8664A
using either internal or externally generated modulation signals. External modulation signals can be
AC or DC coupled. You can simultaneously modulate AM, FM, and pulse. We know there are plenty
of differences when it comes to used equipment and quite often, choosing between different pieces
is difficult, especially when the equipment is not sitting right in front of you. Well, what if you were
able to see a piece of equipment before you purchased it. Not just a picture from the manufacturers
website, but the actual piece of equipment you would receive. You can zoom in close to see the
labels with the serial number or zoom out to see the overall condition of the equipment. Its like
having the store come to you. Thank You! We will be contacting you shortly. Please do not offer the
downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need
registration. May be help you to
repair.http://www.conditum.nl/userfiles/cambridge-soundworks-705-manual.xml
8664a service manual, hp 8664a service manual, 8664a service manual, 8664a service
manual pdf, 8664a service manual download, 8664a service manuals, 8664a service
manual free.
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open
downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files
are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page
needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you
cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant
METER forum topics Velleman HPS40 kezi oszcilloszkop javitasa Sziasztok! Van egy meghibasodott
velleman hps 40 tipusu szkopom ami valoszinuleg tulfeszultseget kapott,maga a muszer bekapcsolItt
kernem a segitsegeteket,hogy mi lehet ez az SMDs alkatresz. Segitsegeteket elore is koszonom. Van
egy fent nevezett muszerem, aminek a nyomtatas kimenete HPIB, plotterhez. Nekem nincs
plotterem, viszont nyomtatom van. Ha esetleg valakinek van HPIB es USB, vagy parhuzamos port
koze convertere kallodoban, erdekelne megvetelre. Vagy valami jo otlet. Az Ebayen lattam arany
aron, de inkabb fizetem ki itt, mint kulfoldre. Koszonettel Karesz. HP 54503 Oszcilloszkop
hibajelenseg MEGOLDVA Sziasztok. A HP 54503 oszcilloszkop kovetkezo hibaval uzemkeptelen. A
menu rendesen mukodik. Tapegyseg rendesen kiadja a feszultseget. Lehetseges hiba a fuggoleges
elteritesnel a RAM a processzor korul. Kapcsolasi rajzom nincs, Nem tudom honnan lehet letolteni.
Kosuzonom a hozzaszolasokat. A muszer megjavitva. Kulon koszonet, akik utaltak a hibas NV RAM
aalkatreszre, es a benne elhelyezkedo gombelemre. Ez volt a hibas alkatresz. A DALLAS alkatresz
belsejeben egy gombelemre kiszerelve, es hehere egy masik gombelemre cserelve. Utamna az osszes

selfteszt passos, a kalibracio sikeres. Azota nem ir ki hibat, a szkop tokeletesen mukodik. Udv.
Esetleg letezik egy mester kod, ill valamilyen modszer a kiolvasasra. Amihez nem kell GBIB vagy
HPIB kabelt venni.http://www.daehwa.info/uploaded/cambridge-soundworks-dtt2500-manual.xml
A muszer tokeletes, pontos, csak zavar, hogy le van zarva, igaz igy bolondbiztos, es ugyis lezarnam
elnyomkodas ellen, aztan elfelejtenem az uj kodot, de en felmatricaznam belul. Tenyleg lehet szet
kellene szednem, hatha belul van egy 12 digites szamsor.Majd holnap. Similar manuals You can
write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. Did you miss your activation email
The result code of 8,043,311 is a calibration error code hence the Cal Error messages The manual
suggests running the ILD Instrument Level Diagnostic test function to get a full error result.I have to
disconnect the HF DRVR J6 connector and connect the cable to the power meter for further
debugging Test 2A. To be continued tomorrow. I did not go further. The unit is waiting next to my
desk. In normal operation they must all be off.The first thing I would do is to open it up and make
sure all cards and connectors are seated well. I usually remove and reseat everything to break
oxidation on connector surfaces. While card is out, look closely, especially capacitors. Look for cold
solder joint. If your unit has an optional oven crystal oscillator, High stability time base option there
has to be a coax jumper on the back. Make sure its there. Ive recently repaired my HP8644A. An odd
sequence of event and failures can cause calibration error when CMOS backup battery is dead. It
should be on A16 board. Negative prefix on error code means it was NOT able to POSITIVELY
identify that code is accurate. Ill continue the repair when I have a less busy time at work. Make
sure its there. 8664A with OCXO option does not need coaxial jumper at the back.You can
temporarily feed the 10MHz input in the back and see if you will get anything in the RF output. Did
you miss your activation email Accordiing to the service manual the error code means there is
something wrong with the refrence. I have connected a counter to J1 of A9refrence assembly and
has a 250MHz output.
Then at J3 ribbon cable all the power supply voltages are fine. J4 and J5 seem to be working fine as
they input 4KHz and 200KHz into the refrence assembly. However the last three connectors that
have cables cablesW86, W88, W89 have no frequency coming in or out of them and those lead to the
rear of the signal generator which I havent gotten the chance to inspect. Im thinking there might be
a jumper that might be loose or the potentiometer to adjust the timebase is broken in the back of the
generator because I connected my counter to the signal generators 10MHz out and nothing is
coming out and then I connected the counters 10MHz output to the generators input and nothing
displays on the screen to indicate external refrence. I would greatly apprechiate if anyone has info in
this problem. Radar testing can be done by adding Option 008 pulse modulation. Pulse width and
delay can be internally adjusted between 50 ns and 999 ns, eliminating the need for an external
pulse generator. Standard FM rates of up to 2 MHz and deviations to 10 MHz are suitable for many
applications such as highspeed digital communications. Features Moves connectors back to front
panel. By using our website and services, you expressly agree to the placement of our performance,
functionality and advertising cookies. Please see our Privacy Policy for more information. Update
your browser for more security, comfort and the best experience for this site. Try Findchips PRO
Option 8 664A008 provides pulse modulation, selectivity is a 90 dB, the 8644B or Option 8 664A004,
or Option 8665B004 is recommended. Output Radio receiver blocking Case 2 CTR06 Section, versus
time template is displayed.An Avago Technologies signal generator 8664A HP 8664A Synthesized
Signal. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment.
http://www.raumboerse-luzern.ch/mieten/3m-7502-manual
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional

information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more opens in a new window or tab
Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Contact the seller opens in
a new window or tab and request a postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. If you dont follow our item condition policy for
returns, you may not receive a full refund. Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right
to obtain a refund from a business if the goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont
match the sellers description. More information at returns. Payment. Accept Both Bank Deposit and
PayPal; Payment must be received before item delivered. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. The item may have some signs
of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model
or store return that has been used. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any
imperfections. Payment. Accept Both Bank Deposit and PayPal; Payment must be received before
item delivered. Assembly Level Repair.HP 8657B Synthesized Signal Generator Including Options
001, 002 and 003 Service manual. HP 8657B Synthesized Signal Generator Operation and
Calibration Manual.MHz Discontinued Support. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This
amount is subject to change until you make payment.
http://creaturegraphics.com/images/br1000i-manual.pdf
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods and will depend on when your payment
clears opens in a new window or tab. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens
in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic
wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This item may be a floor model or an item
that has been returned to the seller after a period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and
description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as
described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab
and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. Payment. Accept Both Bank Deposit and PayPal;
Payment must be received before item delivered. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy,
Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. Learn more opens in a new window or
tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import
VAT on this purchase is not recoverable.
http://cristalysoptic.com/images/br11-manual-of-naval-law.pdf
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully This item
may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after a period of use. See the
seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Youre covered by the eBay Money
Back Guarantee if you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about

your rights as a buyer opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab.
Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a
valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or equal to 5. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. An explanation of Agilent s
specification setting process will show the confidence that you can have when selecting an Agilent
Technologies signal generator. The model used for specification setting is illustrated in the above
right figure. The following text defines each element in the figure. Production margin is the
difference between the average product performance and the test line limit TLL. Delta
environmental represents the possible change in performance over the environmental extremes e.g.,
temperature and humidity. Average TLL Drift represents the change in performance over the
calibration period. Measurement uncertainty accounts for possible measurement errors in the
equipment used to characterize the signal generator. Customer guardband represents any additional
margin necessary to ensure a worst case scenario.
This process means that whether the signal generator is placed in a high temperature environment
such as at the top of a rack of equipment or a well controlled environment, the performance stated
in our specifications can be relied on for your most exacting applications. This process guarantees
that the signal generator is introducing the minimum error possible in the measurements you are
performing. SPEC warranted Typical performance Since some applications push the limits of
specifications, Agilent Technologies also provides data that indicates typical performance. This
typical performance is generally set at the test line limit TLL, which is significantly better than the
warranted specification. Use the typical data when comparing different products, or when your
application pushes the limit on a given specification. The following information highlights typical
performance for the most common areas of interest for the 8644B, 8664A and 8665B. 4 5 Typical
performance, for applications that push specifications SSB phase noise SSB phase noise is an
important specification of a signal generator if it is to be used for measuring the adjacent channel
selectivity of a receiver. If the phase noise of the signal generator is too high at frequency offsets
equal to the channel spacing, the test results might indicate a failure of the receiver when it is
actually functioning properly. If the selectivity is 90 db, the 8644B or Option 8664A004, or Option
8665B004 is recommended. Output level accuracy Output level accuracy is a combination of
temperature variation, flatness over frequency, and the signal generator s internal attenuator and
detector accuracies. The graph represents worst case output level accuracy of a sampling of 8665Bs.
All of these units fall within the shaded area. RF leakage Due to radios becoming more sensitive and
operating at higher frequencies, the traditional twoturn loop measurement of RF leakage has
become inadequate.
To overcome the shortcomings of the twoturn loop, Agilent has developed a new measurement
technique using resonant dipole antennas, which is 20 to 25 db more sensitive than the twoturn loop
method. Agilent has been able to reduce the level of radiated emissions in its newer signal
generators through innovative design and packaging. Understanding that not all applications require
the lowest possible emissions, Option 010 i.e., 86xxx010 is available on all of these performance
signal generators. Internal modulation source Low distortion sinewaves to 400 khz with variable
phase and amplitude. Triangle, sawtooth and squarewaves to 50 khz with variable phase and
amplitude. White Gaussian noise with variable amplitude. Two independent sources for twotone
testing. Leveled RF output maintains accuracy while in pulse modulation. High reliability electronic
attenuator optional on 8644B For applications up to 1 GHz, the electronic attenuator provides
increased reliability. Excellent FM linearity is inherent due to YIG oscillator design. Stable
dccoupled FM for measurements that require low carrier drift. Performance signal generator series
features High stability oven controlled timebase is standard. Surface mount construction for
improved reliability. Three year calibration cycle MTBC means less time in the calibration lab.
Builtin selfdiagnostics and calibration saves valuable time by significantly reducing down time. 2

GHz frequency counter Option 8644B011 20 Hz to 2 GHz frequency counting via front panel
connector. Cost and space efficient solution for applications involving audio frequency
measurements, local oscillator, IF and transmitter testing. Our extensive support resources and
services can help you choose the right Agilent products for your applications and apply them
successfully. Every instrument and system we sell has a global warranty. Support is available for at
least five years beyond the production life of the product.
Two concepts underlie Agilent s overall support policy Our Promise and Your Advantage. Our
Promise Our Promise means your Agilent test and measurement equipment will meet its advertised
performance and functionality. When you are choosing new equipment, we will help you with
product information, including realistic performance specifications and practical recommendations
from experienced test engineers. When you use Agilent equipment, we can verify that it works
properly, help with product operation, and provide basic measurement assistance for the use of
specified capabilities, at no extra cost upon request. Many selfhelp tools are available. Your
Advantage Your Advantage means that Agilent offers a wide range of additional expert test and
measurement services, which you can purchase according to your unique technical and business
needs. Solve problems efficiently and gain a competitive edge by contracting with us for calibration,
extracost upgrades, outofwarranty repairs, and onsite education and training, as well as design,
system integration, project management, and other professional engineering services. Experienced
Agilent engineers and technicians worldwide can help you maximize your productivity, optimize the
return on investment of your Agilent instruments and systems, and obtain dependable measurement
accuracy for the life of those products. Visit for more information. Get the latest information on the
products and applications you select.Data Sheet When shipped from the factory, the E5100A meets
the specifications Application Note This application Learn RF Spectrum Analysis Basics
Specifications Application Note E6601A is the newest test set from Agilent Application Note 13046
Tektronix products are covered by U.S. and foreign patents, issued and pending.
Information FCC Regulations for ISM Band Devices 902928 MHz Learn RF Spectrum Analysis Basics
Product specification File under Integrated Circuits, IC01 Futureready instruments Consistent
measurement framework Broadest set of applications and software Frequency stability is a measure
of the degree to which Minimum or maximum specifications are warranted under the following
conditions hour F August 24, 2011 It takes the desired audio signal You asked for a This transmitter
type It directly limits the detection and processing of all information. The common form of noise is
white Gaussian due to the many random QM MODULATION OPTIMAL RANGE 1000m LF411 Low
Offset, Low Drift JFET Input Operational Amplifier General Description The digital system uses the
two bits of information the signal was this big Section 1 Basic Circuits Inverting Amplifier Difference
To use this website, you must agree to our Privacy Policy, including cookie policy. View cart for
details. Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in
a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an
EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions
as intended. This item may be a floor model or store return that has been used. See the seller’s
listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact the seller opens in a new window
or tab and request a shipping method to your location.
Please enter a valid postal code. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Payment. Accept
Both Bank Deposit and PayPal; Payment must be received before item delivered. All Rights

Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1 available. More Super high amount of views. 0 sold, 1
available. You are the light of the world. This tool uses JavaScript and much of it will not work
correctly without it enabled. Please turn JavaScript back on and reload this page. I am asking
2000Eur but consider any reasonable offer. Shipping loI am asking 2000Eur but consider any
reasonable offer. Shipping lo Stuff from Office Depot does NOT work. Thanks, Chuck N7UVZStuff
from Office Depot does NOT work. Thanks, Chuck N7UVZ I have the Instruction Manual which
references the schematics but those pages arent present. Originals, scans, photocoI have the
Instruction Manual which references the schematics but those pages arent present. Originals, scans,
photoco I am willing to part it out due to its weight. 2. Advantest R37762AH and R3961B VNA and S
parameter test set 300 kHz to 3.6 GHz I think, also heavy 3. HP 35689A S parameterI am willing to
part it out due to its weight. 2. Advantest R37762AH and R3961B VNA and S parameter test set 300
kHz to 3.6 GHz I think, also heavy 3. HP 35689A S parameter My 2392 SA now booted up, but YIG
test failed. Now i try to find out, which pins need to be feed to test it wMy 2392 SA now booted up,
but YIG test failed. Now i try to find out, which pins need to be feed to test it w I have the schematic
for its big brother DS345 and expeI have the schematic for its big brother DS345 and expe Idont
want to look at a message about large orIdont want to look at a message about large or There are
few if any availThere are few if any avail I would like to find another one.
I understand that the RacalDana 9083 is functionally equivalent and would consider one of I would
like to find another one. I understand that the RacalDana 9083 is functionally equivalent and would
consider one of For this group I’ll accept offers. Located in N. California. Local pickFor this group
I’ll accept offers. Located in N. California. Local pick I have a HM 205 scope. When I first turn it on,
the trace is very wide perhapI have a HM 205 scope. When I first turn it on, the trace is very wide
perhap This cannot be undone. Please contact us for current prices. We stock manuals from most
manufacturers,Tektronix, Phillips, Marconi, Racal, HP etc.Multipurpose Thruline Wattmeter
Instruction Unknown AC Test Sets Instruction Unknown Versaltile Galvanometer Instruction V200A
Sensitive Valve Voltmeter Instruction EWSeries High Voltage Power Supply Service EWSeries High
Voltage Power Supply Instruction LVSeries Power Supplies Internal GPIB Interface for Technical
Analyzer Calibration Guide VXI Controller Installation Guide KS375,KS750,KS1500 Cleaning
Systems Instruction KS400 Ultrasonic Cleaning System Operation, Maintenance, Installation
PUL55,PUL125,PUL250,PUL325 Module Cleaning Units Instruction FSI Phoenix Operation and
Maintenance TCS9200 Transportable Communications System Operation Meter Instruction Meter
Service BC21C Battery Charger Service F460 Board of Trade UHF Fixed Station Equipment
Handbook P5000 Pocketfone Operator Instructions PT501 Marker Oscillator Instruction Card issue1
Unknown VHF FM Radio Linke Equipment Service Unknown VHF AM Radiotelephone Service Series
or Load Resonant Apllication Note GTA9A Milliwatt Power Meter Handbook. V4 Oscilloscope
Vertical PlugIn Instruction.
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